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$0. INTRODUCTION 
Definition (0.1). TWO map-germs fi: (Ni, Xi)+(Pi, yi) (i = 1,2) are topologically 
equivalent if there exist homeomorphism-germs h: (N,, x,)-+(N*, x2), k: (PI, yl)+ 
(P2, Y2) s-t. 
f20h = kof,. 
Definition (0.2). A smooth map-germ f: (N, xO)-+(P, yO) is topologicafly r-deter- 
mined if every smooth map-germ g with the same r-jet as f is topologically equivalent 
to f. 
A smooth map-germ is topofogically finitely-determined if it is topologically 
r-determined for some r < to. 
Interest in these notions stems from the rather surprising idea, suggested by 
Thorn [ 121, that “most” smooth mappings should locally, “look algebraic”: 
“most” is to be interpreted in the rather strong sense that the complement of these 
mappings should have “infinite co-dimension” in the mapping space, while “look 
algebraic” locally is to be interpreted as requiring that the germs of such a mapping at 
all points be topologically finitely-determined. 
It is this “genericity” idea to which the title of this article refers. 
Thorn himself, in 1964, went a long way towards proving this genericity; however, 
the arguments he presented (in [12]), while clear in principle, appear to be 
insufficient in detail (as Thorn himself points out in [14]). 
In 1972-3 Varchenko published a proof, in two long and difficult papers ([16,17]); 
his methods are very different from those suggested by Thorn. 
The purpose of this article is to provide a fairly straight-forward proof, which also 
gives some interesting geometric information, using the ideas introduced by Thorn in 
[12]; in particular, the important “isotopy lemmas” ([12], Theorems 1 and 2), and a 
“blowing-up” idea ([12], Theorem 3), will play a considerable role. A further, crucial, 
ingredient is required; Mather’s ideas about versa1 unfoldings ([2], III). 
In detail, the result that will be proved is: 
THEOREM (0.3). For any smooth manifold-germs (N, x,,), (I’, y& and for each r < CQ, 
there exists an &-invariant, semi-algebraic (w.r.t. any smooth coordinates for (N, x0), 
(P, yO)) subset C’(N, P),,, C J’(N, P),,, such that 
(1) codim Zr+m as r-+00 
(2) If the germ f represents an element of J’ - Xr, then 
(a) f is topologically r-determined 
(b) f has a representative f’: U + V (where U, V are neighbourhoods of x0 in N, 
y, in P, respectively) such that J’f/ U - {x0} is multi-transverse to the canonical 
stratification A’(N, P) in J’(N, P) - W’(N, P); and s.t. f is regularly stratified by the 
pair of stratifications (S, S’) where S = ((J’fi U - {x,J-‘A’(N, P) U {xo})i and s’ = fS. 
(For notation and definitions see [2], IV.) 
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Remarks. 1. A germ F: (N, S)-+ (I’, yO) (where S C N is a finite set) is topologically 
stable if every unfolding of f is topologically trivial. 
It is not hard to see, starting from the results of [21, IV, that a germ-version 
of the topological stability theorem holds, i.e. if f: (N, S)-+(P, yO) is multi-transverse 
w.r.t. the canonical stratification in a jet-space, then it is topologically stable. 
Thus (0.3), (2b) implies that, if f: (N, x0> + (P, y,,) is s.t. J’fE Z?,’ for some r, then f 
has a representative f: U+ V s.t. the germ of f at f-‘y fl C(f) is topologically stable 
for every y C V-{y,}. 
This is, then, a topological counterpart to the result of Mather and Gaffney ([l], 
(3.15)) that, if f: (N, x,J+(P, yO) is smoothly finitely determined, then f has a 
representative p: U + V s.t. the germ of f at f-‘y n C(f) is smoothly stable for every 
Y E v - (0). 
2. (0.3) holds also for 
(a) complex-analytic germs (replacing “semi-algebraic” by “constructible”). 
(b) germs of smooth (or complex-analytic) mappings (N, S)+(P, yO), where S is a 
finite subset of N. 
Only trivial adjustments in the arguments of this article are required to prove 
these. 
The genericity statement previously discussed follows from (0.3) (see (0.4), (i)); 
and indeed a somewhat deeper genericity statement can be proved, starting from the 
“multi-point” version of (0.3) mentioned in Remark 2(b)). 
THEOREM (0.4). (Let N, P be smooth manifolds, and let C;,(N, P) be the space of 
proper smooth mappings N + P (with the fine Whitney C” topology).) 
There exists a subset 2 C CF,(N, P) of infinite codimensions such that every mapping 
in CF,(N, P) - C is 
(i) topologically locally algebraic 
(ii) canonically regularly stratified. 
(That 2 is of infinite codimension in Ci,(N, P) is defined to mean that every smooth family 
U + C;,(N, P) (where U is a finite-dimensional manifold) can be arbitrarily closely 
approximated by smooth families U-+ C;,(N, P) -IX.) 
The article is organized as followed: 
In 91 a result of Thorn concerning pull-backs of stratified spaces is proved; this is 
not directly relevant, but is a help in understanding 02. 
In $2 Thorn’s ideas are extended to a result concerning pull-backs of stratified 
mappings. 
In 63 some versality results of Mather are recalled; and an important technical 
lemma concerning versa1 unfoldings is proved. 
In 44 the results of 02 and 03 are used to prove (0.3). 
In 05 (0.4) is proved. 
In this section we prove a result which, while not directly germane to the matter at 
hand, explains an important idea in a fairly simple setting. 
Definition (1.1). (a) A stratification of a subset V of a smooth manifold M is a 
locally-finite partition A of V into smooth submanifolds of A4 (the strata of A). 
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(b) A stratification A is (Whitney) regular if any stratum YE A is (Whitney) 
regular over any other stratum X E A. 
(Y is (Whitney) regular over X at x E X if, for all sequences {x,} C X, {y,} C Y s.t. 
x, -+x, yn +x and TY,” + 7, x, + y, + 1 (in the appropriate Grassmannians), 1 C 7; and 
Y is (Whitney) regular over X if it is so at every point of X). 
For discussions of this condition, see [2], I, [13], [18], [19]. 
Regular stratifications are not too hard to come by; for example every semi-algebraic 
subset of Euclidean space admits one ([2], I, (2.7)). 
LEMMA (1.2). Let f: N + P be a smooth mapping transverse to a regular 
stratification A of P. 
Then f-‘A is a regular stratification of N. 
Proof. See (1.4) of [2], I. cl 
THEOREM (1.3). (Thorn’s “first isotopy lemma”.) Let (A, {X0}) be a germ of regular 
stratification for (P, X0) (where X0 is a submanifold of P). 
Let F: (N xW,x,+I)+(P,X,,) be a map-germ s.t., for each t E(R, I), the map- 
germ 
6 : (N, x01 + (J’, XI) 
(defined by F,(x) = F(x, t)) is transverse to X0. 
Then there exists a germ H of R-level-preserving homeomorphism of (N x R, x,, x 
I), s.t. HO = IN, mapping the strata of ((FJ’A) x (R, I) difleomorphically onto the strata 
of F-‘A. 
(In particular, there exists a homeomorphism (H,) of (N, x0) mapping strata of Fi’A 
diffeomorphically onto strata of F;‘A.) 
Proof. Since A is regular, and so (t)-regular ([15], p. 16), and since transversality 
to A is an open condition ([15], (l.l)), it is easy to see (via the compactness of I) that a 
representative for F (still to be called F) may be found defined on U x (- E, 1 + E) (for 
some neighbourhood U of x0 in N, and some E > 0) such that Ft is transverse to A for 
all t E (- E, 1 + E). 
This is equivalent to F being transverse to A and the projection 
,r: U x (- E, 1-t E)-+( - E, 1 + E) being submersive on all strata of F-IA. 
Hence, by [2], II, (3.3), the vector field d/at on (-E, 1 + E) lifts to a controlled 
vector field ,$ on F-IA. 
Now it may be supposed that F-‘X0 is the stratum of lowest dimension in F-‘A (via 
[2], I, (1.1); and shrinking U, E if necessary); and it can be seen from the proof of [2], 
II, (3.2) that 5 can then be chosen s.t. [)F-‘X, is any lift of Jldt to F-IX,; choose it to 
be [0, (d/i%)] on x0 x (- E, 1 + E). 
Now by [2], II, (4.7), 5 is locally integrable. Of course, the flow-line 0, for 5 
through x0 x 0 exists for t E (- E, 1 + E) (because Ol(xo X 0) = x0 x t); so, by [2], II, (4.4), 
for some E’ s.t. 0 < E’ < E, and for some neighbourhood U’ of x0 in U, the flow-line 0, 
for 5 through x x 0 exists for t E (- E’, 1 + E’) for any x E U’. 
Thus the assignment H(x, t) = 0,(x x 0) defines the required germ of R-level- 
preserving homeomorphism of (N x R, x0 x I). III 
PROPOSITION (1.4). (Theorem 3 of [12].) Let (A, {y,}) be a germ of regular 
stratification for (P, yo) semi-algebraic w.r.t. some coordinates. 
Let z E J’(N, P&,. 
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Then there exists a canonical closed subset 2 of (~T~+‘.‘)-‘z (where T’+‘,~: 
J’+‘(N, P),,,+ J’(N, P),,, is the projection “forgetting” (r + I)st order derivatives), 
which, w.r.t. any smooth coordinates for (N, x,), (P, yO) is a semi-algebraic subset of 
codimension 2 1, s. t. 
(1) If f: (N,x,)+(P, yO) is a germ s.t. j’+‘f E(C”‘))‘z-2, then 
(a) f IN - {x01 @ A 
(here, and in similar situations, this means “any representative for f is such that 
f ( U - {x0} f~ A for some neighbourhood U of x0”) 
(b) f-‘A = f’A, where d is a regular stratification of a manifold M, and f: (N, x0) + 
M is transverse to A; in particular, f-‘A is a regular stratification. 
(2) If f, f’ are germs representing elements of the same connected component of 
(n ‘+‘r’)-‘Z - 2, then the stratifications f -‘A, f-‘A are topologically equivalent (i.e. there 
exists a homeomorphism-germ h of (N, x0) carrying strata of f-‘A diffeomorphically 
onto strata of f-IA). 
Proof. Choose smooth coordinates (xl,. . . ,x,) at (N, x0), (y,, . . . , y,) at (P, yO); 
those at (P, yO) so that A is semi-algebraic w.r.t. them. 
Define a= ( T~+‘~~))’ z, and define F: (N x iI, x,, x a) + (P, yO) by 
F(x, o) = p’+‘(o)(x) 
(here p”‘(w) is the (r + 1)st order polynomial representative of o w.r.t. the chosen 
coordinate systems). 
F((N x C! - x,, x CL, x0x fI) is a submersion. 
(To see this, argue as follows: 
R may be identified with the vector-space of p-tuples of (r + 1)st order monomial 
functions of n variables (the identification taking w E fl to the p coordinate functions 
of p”‘(w) - p’(z), these being (r + 1)st order monomial functions of xl,. . . , x,.) 
If 7 = (5-1,. . . , 7”) is a non-negative-integer p-tuple s.t. E 7i = r + 1, let a, be the 
i=l 
(r + 1)st order monomial function given by a,(x’, . . . ,x,) = x1’*, . . . , x,‘n, and a,i the 
p-tuple (0,. . . , a,, . . . ,O). 
Clearly (dF/Ja,‘)l’,,’ = (0,. . . , a,(x), . . . ,O); it 
(Xl,. . . , x,) # 0, dF(,,,’ has rank p). 
It follows that B = (FIN x s1- x0 x 0))‘A is a regular 
fl, x0 x iI), semi-algebraic w.r.t. the chosen coordinates. 
Define 2 C 1R by 
x0x2= u B(X(‘Xfl,X, 
XEB 
follows simply that if 
stratification of (N X R - x0 X 
(for smooth submanfolds X, Y of a manifold M, B(X, Y) is the closure of the set of 
points x E X where Y fails to be (Whitney) regular over X at x). 
It follows that A = B U {x0x s1- x0 X E} is a regular stratification for M = 
Nxfi-xoxfl. 
Now, for any f: (N, xo)+(P, yo) with r-jet z, write 
f(x) = p’(z)(x) + E @,i(x)a,i(x) 
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where the sum runs over 
7 = (71,. . . ) 7,) with 2 q = r+ 1, 7; 2 0 
i=l 
i=(l,...,p). 
(Here O,i: (N, xO)+R is a smooth function-germ, and a7.i: (N, x,J+(P, yO) is given by 
Yjoa7,i(xl,...7xn)= T, ( 0 iS.i x1 ,...>x, 7, i= j. 
That f may be written in the given form is a sort of “Taylor’s theorem”; and may be 
easily deduced from [ 101, (1.2) and (1.3).) 
Define then f: (N, x0) + (N X CL, x0 X j’+‘f> by 
f(x) = (X3 i’+‘W(z) + 2 @,i(x)a7.i)). 
7,i 
It is clear that FOP= f; and it is also clear that frfi x0 x fi at x0 + j”‘f (for f is the 
graph of a map-germ (N, x0> + (a, x0 + j’“f)>. 
Now suppose that j’“fE ZL Then ffll x0 x (0 - C), and hence p is transverse to the 
regular stratification 13 = B U {x0 X (0 -Z)} of A4 = N X R - x0 X 2 (“(a)*(t)” (1151, p. 
16)). In particular, f](N - {x0}, x0) m B = (FIN x R - x0 x Cl-‘A; so, since FIN x CI - 
x, x fl is a submersion, fl N - {x0} = FonN - {x0} is transverse to A. 
It is simple to see fm’A = f’-‘A, which is l(b). 
For (2): if f, f’ represent elements in the same connected component of 0 - C, then 
clearly there exists a smooth family of germs {f,},tCR,l) s.t. f. = f, f, = f’ and j”‘fi E 
R-C. 
Write 
,fiCx) = P’(z)(x) + C @r,i(X> t)4,i(x) 
7.i 
(where O,i is a smooth function-germ (N x R, x0 x I)-+!%); this is possible by the 
R-parametrized version of “Taylor’s theorem”). Define f; : (N, x0) + 
(NxlR-xox~,xo~(~-~)) by 
f;(x) = (x, jr+' (P’tz) + z @r.i(X, l)G,i)) I 
fh-pxoxcfi-9 or each E (R, so by (1.3) there a homeomor- 
of (N, mapping strata fm’A = fo-‘i diffeomorphically to strata of f’-‘A = 
f’_‘A. 
It remains, therefore, to show that E is of codimension 2 1 in Cl, and “canonical”. 
That Z is of codimension 2 1 in R follows at once from Whitney’s theorem that, 
for X, Y semi-algebraic submanifolds of R”, B(X, Y) is of codimension 2 1 in X (see 
[23, I, (2.6) or [18, 193). 
That E is “canonical” means that it should be independent of the choice of 
coordinates. To see that it is, observe that a different coordinate choice replaces F by 
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F’k ~1 = k(w)(x), 
where k: R+{smooth germs (N, x0) + (P, y,,)} is smooth, s.t. j’+‘k(w) = w for all w E 0. 
By an a-parametrized version of “Taylor’s theorem”, write 
k(u)(x) = P’(Z)(X) + x @r,;(x, w)a,i(x) 
r,i 
(w.r.t. the original coordinate system), and define H: (N X R, xo X a)+ (N X fl, xo X 0) 
by 
H(X, W) = (Xv i’+l(p’(z) + 2 @r,i(X, o)a,i)). 
7.i 
It is easy to see that this is a germ of diffeomorphism which fixes xoxR pointwise; 
and F’ = F 0 H. 
Since regularity (or otherwise) is preserved under diffeomorphism, it follows that, 
if B’=(F’INxn-- xo~~,xoxR)-‘A, then U B(xoXR,X)= U B(xoxcR,X’), so 
XEB X’EB’ 
that the C defined w.r.t. the new coordinates is the same as that defined by the old. 0 
Remarks. (1) In the particular case A = {P - {yo}, {yo}}, this result is closely related 
to the theory of “ V-sufficiency” as developed by Kuo [3] and Kuo and Lu [4]. 
(2) It is easy to see that if A is a regular stratification of a manifold P, and y. E P, 
then AI(P - {y,)}) U {yo} is a regular stratification of P. So the hypothesis of (1.4) that A 
should have {yo} as a stratum is no real restriction. 
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In this section we carry out a similar programme to that of 5 1, but this time pulling 
back stratifications of mappings rather than spaces. 
Definition (2.0). (a) A morphism (4, 4) from the mapping F: N + P to the map- 
ping G: N’-+ P’ is a pair of mappings 4: N + N’, 41: P -+ P’ s.t. 
N’C-P’ 
m T T * 
NF’P 
is a smooth Cartesian square 
(i.e. Cc, is transverse to G, and (4, F) is a diffeomorphism onto the fibre product 
FG.~ = lb’, Y) E N’ x PIGW) = G(y)1 
of G and 4). 
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Observe that the composite of morphisms is a morphism. 
(b) In the special case where 4, $ are smooth embeddings, the morphism (4, $): F-+ 
G is called an unfolding of F (by G via (4, 4)‘); this is written “(G; (4, I/J)) is an 
unfolding of F”. 
(c) The morphism (4, +) is called a morphism of unfoldings if F, G are both 
unfoldings of f: Q + P (via (i, j), (i’, j’) respectively) s.t. the following diagram com- 
mutes :
N- 
P’ 
T 
i’ 
P 
i 
T 
P 
1 
* 
Clearly, the definitions make sense also for germs (and observe that the definition 
given in [2], III, (0.4) of a morphism of unfoldings for germs, though apparently 
weaker, is actually equivalent to the one given here). 
Remark. If I/I: P + P’ is transverse to G: N’-+ P’, then 
N’- P’ 
T * 
“PI 
Fc.* +P 
is clearly a smooth Cartesian square (where rTTN,/,nPj are the restrictions to FG.* of the 
projections of N’ x P to N’, P, respectively). 
Moreover, any map F: N + P for which there exists a morphism (4, I+!J): F + G is 
given by rP 0 h, where h is a diffeomorphism N + FG,,, (while 4 is given by 7~~~0 h). 
Thus, since the properties of mappings under consideration are invariant under 
composition with diffeomorphisms, F and 4 will play rather inessential roles. 
Definition (2.1). (a) Let f: N + P be a smooth mapping, and let A C N, A’ C P be 
subsets s.t. f(A) C A’. 
(i) A stratification of f: A + A’ is a pair (A, A’) of stratifications of A, A’ respec- 
tively, such f maps strata submersively into strata. 
(ii) The stratification (A, A’) is regular if A, A’ are regular stratifications, and if any 
stratum Y E A is Thorn-regular over any other stratum X E A relative to f. 
(YA is Thorn-regular over XA at x E X relative to f, if, for all sequences 
{x,1 C X, {Y,} C Y, s.t. L +x, Y, +x, Ker Uj(Y),, +K (in the appropriation Grass- 
mannian), Ker TcflX), C K and Y is Thorn-regular over X if it is so at every point of X). 
For discussions of this condition see [ 11, 131. 
It is unfortunately not true that all polynomial mappings can be regularly stratified 
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(see [2], I, 03 for a simple counter-example); however, regular stratifications do exist 
for a class of polynomial mappings which turns out to be generic-and for them a 
regular stratification can be constructed conveniently via the following notion (due to 
Looijenga): 
(b) Let f: N + P be a smooth map s.t. fix(f) is finite-to-one (x.(f) is the critical set 
of f). 
A critical value stratification (CVS) C for f is a regular stratification of fz(f) C P 
which satisfies, for any U, V E C (possibly equal) the following conditions: 
cvs 1 
cvs 2 
cvs 3 
cvs 4 
f-‘U n C(f) is a smooth submanifold of N 
f If-’ U n C(f): f-’ U n X(f) + U is a local diffeomorphism. 
f-’ V rl C(f) is Whitney regular over f-’ U fl Z(f) 
f-’ V-C(f) is Whitney regular over f-i U rl 2(f). 
(Such a stratification is called a “partial stratification” in [2]; but “critical-value 
stratification” seems more informative.) 
We recall that, if f: N + P has a critical value stratification C, and if fx(f) is 
closed in P, then f: N + P has a Thorn stratification (A, A’) given by 
A = {f -1 w - C(f), f m1 w n 2(f): w E Cl u cf-‘(P - f Z(f ))> 
A’ = C U {P - fx(f>} 
(for a proof, see [2], I, (3.1)). 
This stratification is called the stratification associated with C. 
LEMMA (2.2) (a). Let G: N’+ P’ have a regular stratification (A, A’), and let 
+!I: P + P’ be transverse to A’. 
Then, if (4, I,!J) is any morphism {F: N -+ P}+ G, 
(i) 4 is transverse to A. 
(ii) (@‘A, @‘A’) is a regular stratification for F. 
Proof. Notice first that I,!J being transverse to A’ implies $ transverse to G, for G 
maps strata of A submersively to strata of A’. 
Via the discussion following (2.0), it clearly suffices to show that the result holds 
for the canonical morphism 
N’G-p’ 
I T wd * 
TPpl 
Q-P 
(where Q is the fibre-product of G and $). 
First, we show that 7rN,IQ is transverse to A: 
Let x E n,&Q), and let X be the stratum of A through x. 
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Let u E TN:, and write 
TG,(u) = TGAv) + T&(w) 
for some v E TX,, w E TP, (where (x, y) E Q). 
(This is possible because $ is transverse to A’, while the tangent space at G(x) to 
the stratum of A’ through G(x) is TG,(TX,), because G maps strata submersively to 
strata.) 
It follows that (U - v, w) E TQ,,,, ( for TQ,,,, is the fibre product of TG, and T$,,). 
Hence 
u = (TQ,)(~, Ju - u, w) + v E (TV.,,),, q(TQcx, yj)+ TX. 
This holds for any u E TN:, so 
TN: = (Tnv)(x, yJ TQ,, yJ + TX,. 
This holds for any x E 7rN.(Q), so indeed rN.IQ is transverse to A. 
It follows by (1.2) that (rNsIQ)-‘A is a regular stratification of Q. We now show 
that nP(Q maps its strata submersively to strata of @‘A’: 
Let X E A. Then (~T~,(Q)-‘X is the fibre-product of GIX and $, and so 
T((rNs(Q)-‘X) is the fibre-product of T(GjX) and T$. Hence 
TQQT(T~,,(Q)-‘X = (T$)-‘ImT(GIX) = T($-‘G(X)). 
Thus 7~p/Q maps (rN,[Q)-‘X submersively onto I,!-‘G(X) and so submersively into 
&IX’, where X’ E A’ is s.t. G(X) C X’. 
It remains to check the Thorn-regularity conditions for strata of (T~,IQ)~‘A relative 
to 7rpl(Q: 
Observe that for X E A’, x E X, and (x, y) E Q, 
Ker ( T(T~ (( r&m’X)C,, J = {(v, 0) E fibre product of T( G(X), and T&} 
= Ker T(GjX),@{O}. 
NOW let Y E A’, and suppose {(x, yi)} C (T~,IQ)~’ Y is a sequence s.t. (xi, yi)+(x, y) E 
(rNjQ)-‘X, and s.t. Ker (T(mpj(rTTNfjQ)m’ Y)Cx,,,i, tends to a limit (in the appropriate 
Grassmannian). By the observation above, this limit must be of form K@(O),, where 
Ker T(GIY),, + K. Since Y is Thorn-regular over X relative to G, lim Ker T(G]Y), C 
Ker T(GJX),. So KC Ker T(G[X),; so 
lim Ker ~(‘rr~ )( ~T~,JQ)~’ Y)Cx,.y.j C Ker T(G IX), 0 (01, = Ker (T(~P l(~wIQ)-‘Xh. YP 
So (rN,(Q)-’ Y is Thorn-regular over (7rNS(Q)-‘X relative to nPl(Q. 
We have shown, then, that ((7rN,(Q)-‘A, +!-‘A’) is a regular stratification of 7rP(Q. 
LEMMA (2.2) (b). Let G: N’-+ P’ be such that GIZ(G) is finite-to-one and such that 
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GZ(G) is closed in P’; and suppose G has a CVS C. Let $1 P + P’ be transverse to C. 
Then, if (4, ~4) is any morphism {F: N + PbG, @‘C is a CVS for F. 
Proof. It is, as in (a), only necessary to consider the canonical morphism. 
Observe that 
x E Z(G)eTG, is not onto e 3v E TP&, s.t. vsf Im TG, 
e3w E TP, (where $(y) = G(x’)) s.t. 7IiJw)E Im TG, 
(for Cc, is transverse to G, so 3 w s.t. v - T&(w) E Im TG,) 
(for TQ, y) is the fibre-product of TG, and TGy) 
so that (q,jQ)-‘Z(G) = Z(npjQ). 
Now, if U E C, then (7ipjQ)-‘$-‘U = (7rN,IQ)-‘G-‘U. Thus 
(7~~ JQ)-‘+-‘U n C(n-p IQ) = (e/Q)-‘(G-‘U n C(G)) 
(*I 
(rp IQ)-‘I/-’ U - C(n-p IQ) = (wjQ)-‘(G-I U -Z,(G)). 
Now, by (2.2) (a), rW(Q is transverse to A (where (A, A’) is the stratification of G 
associated with C); so (r,JQ)-‘A is a regular stratification. 
CVSl, CVS3 and CVS4 for t,!,‘C (as CVS for nP/IQ) follow at once from this and 
(*). 
Now, as in the proof of (a) 
Ker T(~~l(~&?-‘(G-’ U n C(G))C~,,J = Ker T(G JG-’ U n X(G)), 0 101, = RX,, y’ 
(by CVS2 for C as CVS for G) so CVS2 holds for @‘C (as CVS for rpIQ). 0 
THEOREM (2.3). (Thorn’s “second isotopy Lemma”.) Let (A, A’) be a regular 
stratification for the map-germ G: (N’, X)+(P’, X’) (where X, X’ are strata of A, A’ 
respectively); and let 
(N’, X) -% (I”, x’) 
T 
QI 
T 
Q 
(NxIW,x,XI)~(pX~,YoXI) 
be a map-germ morphism, with F an R-level-preserving map-germ, s.t., for each 
t E (w, I), the map-germ Vc: (P, x0) + (P’, X’) (defined by q,(y) = Wy, t)) is transverse 
to X’. 
Then there exist: 
a germ H of level-preserving homeomorphism of (N x U%, x0 x I) s.t. Ho = lNf 
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mapping strata of (@,,-‘A X {R} diffeomorphically onto strata of @‘-‘A 
a germ K of level-preserving homeomorphism of (P x R, yox I) s.t. K. = lP, 
mapping strata of (To)m’A x (~7%) diffeomorphically onto strata of W’A 
s.t. the following diagram commutes: 
T K 
W’R 
(NXlR,XoXI)------+ (P xR,Yoxn 
(In particular, Fl 0 H’ = K, 0 Fo, so that F,, Fl are topologically equivalent map- 
germs.) 
Proof. Choose representatives for the map-terms involved: F, @ may be supposed 
defined on U x (- E, 1 + E) for some neighbourhood U of x0 in N and some E > 0; and 
q may be supposed defined on V x (- E, 1 + E) for some neighbourhood V of y. in P 
s.t. F(U) C V. Arguing as in (1.3), it may be supposed that q, is transverse to A’ for 
all t E (- E, 1 + E). 
It follows by (2.2) (a), (i) that @, is transverse to A for t E (- E, 1 + E) (for 
(Q,, !P,): F( -+ G is a morphism). 
Now, @to A and $,m A’ for t E ( - E, 1 + E) is equivalent to 
(a) @ rt‘l A, $0 A’ 
(b) the projection rr’: V x (- E, 1 + E) -+- E, 1 + E) is a submersion on strata of 
T’A’. 
Hence as in (1.3) the vector field d/at on ( - E, 1 + E) lifts to a controlled vector field n 
on VIA’, which may be chosen s.t. n is (0, (d/at)) on y. x (- E, 1 + E). 
Further, by [2], II, (2.6) and (3.3), n may be lifted to a vector field 5 on W’A 
controlled over n (via F). Also, we may suppose W’X is the stratum of lowest 
dimension in @-‘A, so that from [2], II, (3.2)), f [W’X may be chosen at will amongst 
lifts of n11,‘-‘X’ over FII,~‘X’; choose it so that n is (0, (a/at)) on x0x (- E, 1 + E). 
Now, arguing as in (1.3), the assignments H(x, t) = 0,(x x O), K(y, t) = O:(y, 0) 
(where O’, 0: are the flows for 6, n respectively) define the required level-preserving 
homeomorphisms. 0 
PROPOSITION (2.4). Let G: (N’, x$+(P’, y@ be a map-germ polynomial w.r.t. some 
coordinates, admitting a semi-algebraic CVS (C, {yh}). 
Let 2 E J’(P, P’),,, be transverse to G (i.e. any germ representing z is transverse 
to G). 
Then there exists a canonical closed subset 2 = Z.r,G,C of (TP’.~))‘z which, w.r.t. 
any smooth coordinates for (P, yo), (P’, y;), is a semi-algebraic subset of codimension 
2 1, s. t. 
(1) If + is a germ s.t. j’+‘$E (rr+‘zr)-’ z - Z, and if (4, $): F + G is a morphism, 
then 
(4 ,l,lP-{yolOC. 
(b) (i) I,!-‘C is a CVS for F. 
(ii) I/-‘C = &‘C, where c is a CVS for some map-germ K: M + M’, and $0 c. 
(2) If 4, $’ represent elements of the same connected component of (7rr+‘,r)--‘z - 2, 
and if (4, I+!I): F + G, (4’, t,V): F’+ G are morphisms, then F, F’ are topologically 
equivalent map-germs. 
Proof. Choose smooth coordinates (y,, . . ., y,) at (P, yo), (yl,. . ., yk) at (P’, Y@; 
those at (P’, y@ so that C is semi-algebraic w.r.t. them. 
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Define a= (rrr+‘,r)-‘~, and define *: (P x a, y. x a) + (P’, yh> by $(y, o) = 
p”‘(o)(y). Note that q rfi G. 
As in (1.4), lIr/P x a- y. x R is a submersion, so in particular is transverse to C. 
Thus, by (2.2) (b) D = (q/P x a- y,R)-‘C is a CVS, semi-algebraic w.r.t. the chosen 
coordinates, for 
77 = n-pxnl: Q - (n-P,n(Q)-'(Yo x a) + P x R - Yo x fi 
(where Q is the fibre-product of G and T). 
we now proceed by the method of [2], I, (3.5): Let 
R,= u B(x,xn,x> 
XED 
and let 
C=( mnlQ)-'ho x fi - RI) n %mnlQ) 
C’ = C - sing(C). 
Let 
R2 = U {B(C’, 6*X n X(qxn(Q)) U WC’, r-‘X - s(?r,xnlQ))l 
XED 
let 
and let 
R3 = Z( nppxnl: C’ - R2 + x0 x a). 
Finally, let 
c”= C-RI-R,. 
R4 = WC”, ~Pk-~pxnC” n (Q - C(mnlQ))) 
and define C C R by 
x0x c. = RI U rpxn(R2 U R3 U R4). 
It follows from the construction that (? = D U {x0 x R-x0 x E} is a CVS for 
K = qpxn(: Q - (qxn(Q)-‘xo x 2 + P x Sz - yo x Z. 
Now, for any J/: (P, yo)+(P’, y,$ with r-jet z, write 
HY) = P’Cz)(Y) + 3 @~,i(Y)a,.i(Y) 
(by “Taylor’s theorem”; as in (1.4)). 
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Define then I,& (P, y,,)+(P x a, y, x jr+‘+) by 
J(Y) = (Y, jr+’ (P’(z) + C @7i(YJa7,i)). 
7.i 
It is clear that qo 4 = IJ; and it is also clear that $0 y. X fi at y. X jr+‘@. 
Now suppose j’+‘$E 2. Then 40 x0 x (a-2) and so 1+6 is transverse to C, and so 
in particular, s/P - y. is transverse to D (as in the corresponding statements in (1.4)). 
So, since q[P x fi - y, x fl is a submersion, $lP - {yo} = T 0 1+6lP - {yo} is transverse to 
L. 
This proves l(a). 
It is simple to see I,-‘C = I+-‘C, which is l(b), (ii). 
Let R be the fibre-product of “6 and K. Since C is a CVS for K, &‘t? is a CVS for 
rp(R, by (2.2) (b). Now, there exists a morphism (r, $): rpTTpR -+G (this being the 
composite of the morphisms (TQ]R, $) and (rN,/Q,lIr) (where 6 = Q - (~p,nlQ)-‘xo x 
Xc)), and so, via the remarks following (2.0) and (2.1) (b) &‘C is a CVS for any 
map-germ F for which there exists a morphism (4, 4): F -+ G. So this proves l(b), (i). 
For (2): Let $, +!t’ represent elements in the same connected component of a- 2; 
and let (4, $): F+ G, (d’, 4’): F’-+ G be morphisms. We may assume that F, F’ have 
the same source (via composition with a diffeomorphism). It is not hard to see, then, 
that there exists a smooth family of morphisms (&, $0: F, -+ G s.t. 4. = I,$ F. = F; 
I,$ = $‘, Fl = F& with jr”& E R - 2, where H is a source diffeomorphism. 
Write 
$4(Y) = P’b)(Y) + 2 @,i(Y9 t)a7,i(Y) 
T,i 
(via “Taylor’s theorem”; as in (1.4)) and define 6’: (P, Yo) -+ 
(PxS1-YoxC,Yox(fi-C))bY 
C&(Y) = ( y, jr+’ (P’tr) +2 @,,i(Y, IlaT,i))* 
r,i 
Clearly &@ y. x (CI - s) for each t E (R, I). 
It follows that the morphism <{&}, (4’)): {F,}+ K (where 6, = (& &F,)) satisfies 
the hypotheses of (2.3) relative to the stratification of K associated with C. So, by 
(2.3), F = F. is topologically equivalent to Ft, = F’, and hence to F’. 
It remains, therefore, to show that 2 is of codimension 2 1 in a, and “canonical”: 
That C is of codimension 2 I in R follows by the argument of [2], I, (3.5). 
That 2 is “canonical” means that it should be independent of the choice of 
coordinates. That this is so follows as in the corresponding statement in (1.4): 
changing coordinates means changing the way of choosing representatives of (I + 1) 
jets, which corresponds to composing Y with a diffeomorphism of (P x Sz, y. x Q) 
which fixes y. x 0 pointwise. The result follows since the operations used to define 
x0 x 2 are independent of composition with diffeomorphisms. 
Remark. It is easy to see that if C is a CVS for a map G: N’+ P’ and y; E P’, then 
Cl(P’ - {YAH u {Y’> o is a CVS for G. So the hypothesis of (2.4) that C should have {yh} 
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as a stratum is no real restriction. Indeed, in what follows, (2.4) will be applied in 
situations where the relevant CVS apparently need not have the base-point as a 
stratum-it is to be understood in such situations that (2.4) is to be applied to the 
refinement mentioned above. 
63 
In this section, we describe some properties of versa1 unfoldings. 
Definition (3.1). An unfolding (F; (i, j)) of a map or map-germ f is versa1 if for any 
other unfolding (F’; (i’, j’)) of f there exists a morphism of unfoldings 
(4, $1: (F’; (i’, i’)) -+(F; (i iI). 
(We will in fact only be concerned with the germ case.) 
THEOREM (3.2) (Mather). Let f: (N, x0) + (P, y,,) be a smooth map-germ. 
(1) f has a versa1 unfolding if and only if f is of finite singularity type (FST). 
(2) If (F; (i, j)) is an unfolding off, then it is versa1 if and only if F is injinitesi- 
mully stable. 
(3) If (F; (i, j)), (F’; (i’, j’)) are versa1 unfoldings of f of the same dimension, then 
there exists an isomorphism of unfoldings (F; (i, j)) + (F’; (i’, j’)). 
Proof. These statements are proved in [2], III, (2.8), (3.1) and (3.4). (For 
definitions of “finite singularity type” and “infinitesimal stability”, see [2], III, (2.7) 
and (2.1)) 0 
PROPOSITIOPU’ (3.3) (Mather, Looijenga). 
(1) If f: (N, x0) +(P, yo) is an infinitesimally stable map-germ, then there exist 
coordinate neighbourhoods (U; xl,. . . , x,) at (N, x0), (V; yl,. . . , yp) at (P, yO) and a 
representative f: U -+ V off such that yi 0 f is a polynomial in x1,. . . , x,, 1 5 j 5 p. 
(2) By shrinking U, V if necessary, it can be arranged that f’lC(f’ is proper and 
finite-to-one, and s.t. fml(yO) tl X(f) C {x0}. 
(3) By shrinking U, V further, if necessary, it can be arranged that f admits a 
canonical regular stratification (A, A’) (actually associated to a canonical CVS C) so 
that any connected component of any stratum of A has x0 in its closure. 
(4) If f,: U, -+ V,, fz: U,+ V, are representatives off satisfying (l)-(3) above, then 
their canonical CVS’s C,, C2 agree in some neighbourhood V’ of y, in V, II V,. 
Proof. For (l)-(3), see [2], IV, pp. 132-133. 
[2], IV, (2.1) which would imply (4), is actually false. Instead, argue as follows: 
f,, fz agree on some neighbourhood U of x0 in U, fl U,. Let V be a neighbourhood 
of y. in V1 fl V, such that 
f;:-lvnX@c U (i= 1,2) 
(such V exists because ~]X(~) (i = 1,2) are proper maps). Now, according to 121, I, 
(3.8), fil: !;I V+ V has canonical CVS Gil V (i = 1,2); moreover, since Y$Alfi’ v) C U 
(i = 1,2), it follows by [2], I, (3.9) that CiJV is the canonical CVS for A]: U+ V 
(i = 1,2). Since fi, f; agree on U these (identical) maps have the same canonical CVS; 
so C,/ V = CzI V, as required. 0 
(I) 
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NOW yj 0 g = Yj 0 Fg - S: UiWi,jt SO 
i=l 
g*m 4 C Wimp + {ul,. . . , u,}MF, (2) 
(here 0,, rcIF, are identified as Cb, CR, respectively via the choice of coordinates 
YI, . . ., y,,, and Cw identified as a sub-ring of C,, via the natural projection m: N’+ N). 
Also, if x1, . . . , x, is a system of local coordinates at (N, x,,), then 
so 
It follows at once from (l)-(3) that 
(3) 
(4) 
(since Ui E F,*m,, and mNr . 0, . C,. = mNr * I+!J~#). 
Now observe that, via (0) (1) and [lo], (3.4) 
ts(eN) + w(b) + g*mp . 13, = tf(f3,) + wf(f3,) +f*mp * 19, 
so that wl,. . . , O, is also an R-basis for O,ltg(O,) + wg(&) + g*mp . 13,. It follows then 
by [2], III, (2.6) that F, is infinitesimally stable, so that 
eFg = tF,( e,,) + OF,(&). (5) 
Since I++~$ C OF8 (lcIF, are the vector-fields along Fg with zero Rs-component), the 
Fsm,’ . q!+8-term of (4) may be replaced by F;rn; * {tF,(O,,) + $Fg(&~)}, giving 
rn$,bF8 c tFg(m,dNN’) +~F,(m~e,~). (*)I 
We now claim that 
(*)I 
holds for all 12 1: 
So assume inductively that (*),_, holds. Then 
mN”t+bFg = mNr . mNr(‘-“*~ 8 
c mNr{tF,(m~~‘ON~) + oF,(mb;‘&,) (by (*>I-~) 
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(since tFg(a/JUi)- WFf(a/aUi) = (0,. . . , Wi, . . . , (0,. . . ,O)) E $F~) 
c tF,(m’,d,f) + FZm6;;l . m‘AJr . IcrF, 
c tFg(m~d3N,) + F’;mb’ . {tF’(mNdN,) + wFg(mpdp,)} (by (*>I) 
= tF,(m$&~) + oF,(m,&,), 
so (*), holds. 
So indeed (*), holds for all 1~ 1, by induction. 
In particular, (*h+r holds. 
Now, it follows from [6], IV, (3.5) that, since Ff is infinitesimally stable, it is 
finitely-determined rel &4; and so, by [lo], (2.8), that it is finitely-determined rel &; 
say I-determined rel dk. 
V is a connected submanifold (actually a 
space &+‘(I~zJ~+~)~+‘I,!Q+,). 
Now the tangent space to the &‘-orbit of j’F, is 
m’+‘(tF,(m~‘0,& + wF,(mkpt’&w), 
so (*h+r implies 
TVilF, C T(j’F, . dk)jlF, for all j’F, E V. 
Also, it follows easily from (*h+, and [lo], (4.5) that tF,(m~‘&) + wF,(n~~‘&~) is 
constant for j’F, E V; so that T(j’F, . ~~)jlF, has constant dimension in V. 
Hence, by [5], IV, (3.1) and (3.2), V is contained in single orbit of &‘. In particular, 
j’F, is &‘-equivalent to j/F,. Since Ff is f-determined rel &, it follows at once that F, 
is &-equivalent to F,. 
So let (H, K) E J& be s.t. K 0 F, 0 H-’ = Ff. Clearly (H, K) is a morphism Fg + F,, 
so since (i, j) is a morphism g -+ Fg, (H 0 i, K 0 j) is a morphism g + F,. But H 0 i, K 0 j 
clearly have the same k-jets as i, j respectively, so (H 0 i, K 0 j): g + Ff is the required 
morphism. cl 
14 
In this section (0.3) is proved. 
First of all, the genericity of FST map-germs must be discussed. 
Definition (4.0). (1) Let z E J’(n, p); and define 
(where N = R”, P = Rp and f is any representative for z). 
That xL is well-defined is proved in [2], III, (7.1). 
(2) Define W’(n, p) = {z E J’(n, p)]xz 1 r}. 
It is easy to see (via. [2], III, (4.8)) that W’(n, p) is %-invariant. 
PROPOSITION (4.1) (Mather, Tougeron). (a) If z& W’(n, p), then rnN’:e, C tf(mNtlN) + 
f*m& for any f s.t. j’f = z (so in particular, f is of FST). 
(b) W’(n, p) is un algebraic subvariety of J’(n, p). 
(c) (e-’ w, 3 w,. 
(d) For each z E W’, 3r’ > r and z’ E (T”,~)-~z - W”. 
(e) lim codim W’(n, p) = 03. 
r+” 
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Proof. (a)-(c) are proved in 121, III, (7.1) and (7.2); where it is also proved that 
(b)-(d) together imply (e). However, the proof given for (d) there is incorrect for the 
case n > p. So, to prove (d), observe that it is sufficient to exhibit a map-germ 
f: (W”, 0) -+ (Rp, 0) of FST, with zero r-jet, the argument for this being given in lines 
4-11 on p. 123 of [2], III. (The error in [2], III, (7.2) is that the map-germs suggested 
for this are in the case n > p not in general of FST (and the proof that they are is 
bogus !).) 
Consider the map-germs F: (W”, O)-+(Rp, 0) (n > p) defined by 
where the vectors ([rj,. . . 2 Epj)t i = l, . * * 3 n, are s.t. any p of them are linearly 
independent (there do exist such sets of vectors). 
These germs are of FST, which can be shown as follows: 
let r’: (C”, 0) + (Cp, 0) be the complexification off. A straightforward calculation shows 
shows 
Z(f) r-l P(O) = (0). 
So, by Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, 
m,'CJ(f)+~m, . tn for some I<= 
(where J(f) is the ideal generated by determinants of p x p minors of the Jacobian of f’ 
and c,, is the ring of polynomials on C”, with maximal ideal m,). 
It follows easily (taking real parts, and then multiplying by C,) that 
mN’ C J(f) + f *mP . C, 
Since J(f) . 0, C tf(&), it then follows that 
m,‘ef C tf(& ) -t f*mp . Of 
so that f is indeed of FST, as required. 0 
Definition (4.2). (1) For given r > 0, define s = s(r) = max {sis(s + 2) 5 r}. 
(2) Let 2 E J’(n, p) - (G-‘*~)~’ Ws@)(n, p), let f be a representative of z (necessarily 
of FST, by (4.1) (a)), with a versa1 unfolding (F; (i, j)) (which exists by (3.2) (1)) with 
canonical CVS C (which exists by (3.2), (2) and (3.4)). Let 
(sjscjjF,c being defined as in (2.4) and the remark following it). 
PROPOSITION (4.3). The property for z (relative to f, (F; (i, j))) that 
j’+‘(j) E W, (F; (i, j))) (“) 
depends only on z, and not on the particular f or (F; (i, j)) chosen. 
Proof. Suppose that f represents z, and has versa1 unfolding (F; (i, j)). Let C be 
the canonical CVS for F. 
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Then C x {IX’) is the canonical CVS for F x 1 Rh, and it is easy to check from the 
proof of (2.4) that 
Xj’(j),F.C x Js+‘tp9 Rk)y,.ll E Cj’(jxOLFxIRk, Cx{R’} (1) 
(the identification J’+‘(P, P’)Y,,Yb x J’+‘(P, IW~),,,~ = J’+‘(P, P x R’),,,,;,O being given by 
(j’+‘a, j”+‘b) = j’+‘(u, b)). 
In particular, 
j’+‘(j) E ~js(“,F,&j’*‘(j X O,k) E Cj’(‘xO’, Fxl,k. CX(R~}. 
Now suppose that (fi; (1; j)) is another versa1 unfolding of f. Without loss of 
generality suppose dim F 5 dim P; so that F x I Rk has the same dimension as E for 
some k 2 0. It follows by (3.2) (3) that (F x lwk; (i X 0, j X O)), (fi; (r, j)) are isomorphic 
unfoldings of f, the isomorphism preserving the canonical CVS’s C x {RI, C (by [2], I, 
(3.7)). Thus considering X(f; (F x lRk; (i x 0, j X 0))) instead of Z(f; (E; (r, j))) cor- 
responds to a change of coordinates in the target (P, YO> of @. But the definition of E 
was shown to be invariant under change of coordinates, so 
j”“$: C(f; (F X lRk; (i X 0, j x 0))) = %f; (E; (7, j))) (2) 
(where, if (4, I/J) is the isomorphism of unfoldings involved, j”“& J’+‘(P, P’ x 
Rk) y&x0 --, JSC’(P, p)yO.)‘O is defined by j”‘$(j”“k) = j'+'($ 0 k)). 
It follows at once from (1) and (2) that once a representative f of z is chosen, 
property (*) is independent of the choice of versa1 unfolding made. 
Now suppose that f’ is another representative for z. f, f’ have the same s(s + 1)-jet. 
Thus, by (4.1) (a) and (3.5), there exists a morphism (i’, j’): f’-+ F s.t. i’, j’ have the 
same (s + I)-jets as i, j. 
Then j”(j) = j”(j), SO C.js(j’,F,c = Xj*(j*‘,F,c* 
Also, j”+‘(j) = j’+‘(j’), SO j"+'(j) E ~jqj),F,&jsf'(j') E sj’(j’),F.C. 
So property (*) is indeed independent of choice of representative. Cl 
We can now define the sets C’(N, P).CO,Y, of (0.3): 
Definition (4.4). X;‘(N, P)x,,Y, = (2 E J’(N, P)xa,Yolz E (7rr,s(r))-’ W”“‘(N, P)xO.YO, or 2 
has property (*)}. 
It is clear from the definition, and the properties of Xzr.~,C of (2.4) that C’CN, P)x,,Y, 
is invariant under d’. 
We begin by proving (0.3), (2): 
PROPOSITION (4.5). Let f represent an element of J’(N, P)_,, - C’(N, P)x,,Y,. Then 
(a) f is topologically r-determined. 
(b) f has a representative fi U + V (where U, V are neighbourhoods of x0 in N, y. 
in P, respectively) such that Jrf’(U - (0) is multi-transverse to the canonical 
stratification A’(N, P) in J’(N, P) - W’(N, P); and s.t. f is regularly stratified by the 
pair of stratifications (S, S’), where 
and s’ = fS_ 
S = ((J’f( U - {x0})-‘A’(N, P) U {x&i 
(For notations and definitions see [2], IV.) 
Proof. (a) Let f’ have the same r-jet as f. 
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Let (F; (i, j)) be a versa1 unfolding for f, with canonical CVS C. 
Since rZ s(s +2), it follows by (4.la) and (3.5) that there exists a morphism 
(i’, j’): f’+ F s.t. i’, j’ have the same (s + 1)-jets as i, j. 
Hence j, j’ represent the same element in (r ““~“))‘j”(j); and this element is not in 
zi’U1, F. Cy since property (*) does not hold for j’f. So, by (2.4)(2), f and f’ are 
topologically equivalent map-germs. 
(b) Let 
(NV x0) A (P, Yo) 
with F Rk-level-preserving, be a versa1 unfolding for f (according to [2], III, (O.l), any 
unfolding is isomorphic to one in this form). Clearly, representatives @‘, f for F, f may 
be found so that the following diagram commutes: 
UxTF‘VxT 
i=I”xo 
T T j=l,xO 
ULV 
(fi T-level-preserving). 
According to [2], IV, (3.1) and its proof, it may be arranged that 
(1) P satisfies (l)-(3) of (3.3); so that the canonical CVS (? for fi represents the 
canonical CVS C of F. 
(2) The jet-extension J: U x T -+J’(N, P) (defined by J(u, t) = J’(g,)(u), fi, being 
defined by Fl(u) = P(u, t)) is transverse to A’(N, P) and avoids W’(N) P). 
Shrinking U, V, T if necessary, it may also be supposed that jl V- {yo} @ c, via 
(2.4) (1) (a); so jl v- (~~1 rfi A’, whence (via (2.2a)), il U - f-‘(yo) 0 A (here A, A’) is the 
regular stratification for P associated with C). 
Let B = J-‘A’(N, P); and observe that (as in [2], IV, (3.1)) B = 
(J’E)m’A’(N x Rk, P x Rk). Also, according to [2], IV, (2.3), BF = A (- means “has the 
same connected components of strata as”). 
Now it follows by [21, IV, (1.6) that, since i]U-f’(y,) 0 A (and so also rf, BF), 
B]i(u - f-‘(y,)) has regular intersections rel. FJi( U - fm’(yo)); so that {iI U - f-‘(y,)}-‘B 
has regular intersections rel. f] U - fd-‘(yo). But since .Pf = J 0 i, and B = J-‘A’(N, P), 
this is the same as {Yfr U - f-‘(yo)}-‘A’(N, P) having regular intersections rel. f’l U - 
fm’(yo), i.e. Jrf/ U - f-‘(yo) is multi-transverse to Ar(N, P). 
Moreover, 
so, identifying, 
(yfl u - fml(yo))-*~‘(N, P)ilu-,ml(YO} = (i(U - ~-‘(Yo))~‘A 
Icq (7x ‘,N) t (Ox ‘N) :,I put? (J ‘!) 0 JL 0 du = J Q (04 ‘d)+Px‘~LJ =-wa 
('("~‘d)+-(ox‘N) :J‘(:~‘,cl)+(?x‘,N) :d =H) 'd x,N 3 0 
uorsnpu! aq] se (Oic‘()X)l~ laf-.S auI??S aq) seq‘d x,~ II& uo!snlXI! aql ql!~ pasodruo3 
‘q3yM wabws!qd.Iowoag!p E s! ,o +-o :oIfi leql aas 01 hea s! I! ‘la!-s alum aql 
aAeq ,i ‘J asnmaa ~pooq.moqq%~au mlnqnl z 30 uogmla~ qlootus e aq ,o t J. :U Ia? 
‘,[ pue g 30 mpold aJqy aql aq ,D ial pun ‘! PUB d 30 mpold alqy aql aq 0 la? 
‘((,J)S = s 
-4 Jg‘(!)r!x - (.I)J_(s‘,+slL) 3 (,.C),+J 3’s aq ,! la7 3 sA3 p!uoue:, w!M :~urw3un 
pmalz E? aq (([ ‘I) t,gi> la1 put ‘_z “03 agsluasaldal e aq j la-I ‘c,,,,~ ,J~,,~sc,,~) -z,_L,P) 
3 _z pue 1 z (,A)$ ‘J’S ,A sls!xa alaql ‘(p)(W 01 fhp.lO33V ‘JOOld 
0 *,+‘s gJ,+,J = z uaql ‘asmog JO 
‘0 = ~>‘(!)I+s!‘$ leql OS f%!ddeur E qms 01 aA!$claJ &(,+“u x Ok - ,+“u x dl,+“&) 
= (“Is x Ok - “u x d( “3),-J/ JO umlwls lCue 01 IDadsal yl!~ p-1 s1\3 saysyes 
("'3 X Ok - "r X Ok),_J = '+'o X Ok JEI# SMO[lOJ ,I “‘“4 = J/ o “& IO]%3 pUO3aS ql;lM 
,g 01 ws!qd.tour B sls!xa alay qD!qM .103 %u!ddw_u Auk? 103 s~3 ‘t? s! ‘3,-y OS f “3 (JY 
uaql ‘@a13 ‘(.+) lllladold alzeq lou saop z,! asnmaq 3’cl‘(~)s!~ 2 (.I),+J 1eq1 aD!loN 
‘y O “fi = ,+S& dl.maI3 
!‘A 
~((%(k)!“‘“@ =( + (J),+,d),+,l ‘lq (m ‘o/ 
Ilq (“u x 04 ‘,u x d) t (,+so x OrC ‘,+su x d) :y auyaa 
‘(m uo Alsnonuguo3 8wpuadap suogmn3 qloours am !‘L’“@ alaqM) 
Wz) U! 
‘,+$u qDca 103 ‘al!.m G&G uraloaql S,.IOI~~EJ,, JO uoys.IaA ~alaumt?d-heru e II8 
.(p.z) u! pauyap h~~‘(%! 3 x Ok - “0 x d JO uop~~y~le~ls aql aq “2 ia7 
‘(I + s ‘s = 3) 
(~‘7;) u! se pauyap aq (!A ‘,d)t(W x Ok ‘W x d) :IQ ial pue ‘(.I)Y.[,-(Y.,+Yfi) = “u la7 
‘3 SAG pm!uoum ql!M J 103 %.uplo3un les.IaA e aq (([ 9) :.g) ial put? z 
iuasaldal J ial ‘LX - ,f),_L,+,fi) 3 z asoddns OS ‘,+,z - ,+,I I (A - J),&,+,~) aAold 
ll!M afi ‘1 + (A)S = (1 + A)S 3i ‘(1 +r)s = (A)S J! Ienba a.m 0~1 aq3 ‘+w-j +mkz 
‘,+1X c ,~,&,+, fi) ‘(977) vmm3-I 
‘od’ox( d ;y),[ = ,I iod’ox( d ;y),‘3 = 
al!m am ql.Io3amaH ‘00 t.4 se 00 tod’ox (d iy),g ‘~03 leql 3oo”d aqi @aq aM MON 
wog!sodold aql 30 luauralels aq$ u! pauyap s1? (,s ‘s) 
/cq paygwls h[.m[nSa.I s! f lcql aAoqe aql put (91) (p’z) LuolJ kldur!s SMO~~OJ MOU 11 
‘,v,-({oic} - A I!) = ‘061,-f-n’f(d ‘A&V,_((“~),_.j -fl I&f)/ 
IS1 SWEI3-dVk’l CI3NIkWH13a-A73.LINId AllV310070dOL 
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i’: TN, 0 7r 0 (i, f) (where VN’, ?rP are the projections of N’ X P to N’, P respectively). 
Then clearly f’ has the same s-jet as f, so a fortiori the same r-jet as f, i.e. j’f’ = z. 
Since f, f’ are both unfolded by F, they are Z-equivalent (by [5], p. 17), and hence, 
since j”fE W”, j”f’E w” (for W” is x-invariant). 
f’ is versally unfolded by (F; (i’, j’)) and j’+‘(j’) E Cjs(j’),F,c (since j”(j’) = j”(j); by 
choice of j’). So z’ = j”f’ does not have property (*), i.e. z’ EC”. 
Thus z’ E (n”‘)‘z -C”, as required. 0 
LEMMA (4.8). C’ is a semi-algebraic subset of J’. 
Proof. Since Ws(” is an algebraic variety, it is enough to show that 
Z’-(7r rs(‘))-’ W’(‘) is semi-algebraic in G = J’ - (T’~~(‘))~’ Ws(‘); and since G is stratified by 
the semi-algebraic stratification A = A’(N, P),,,,,~G, it is enough to show that 2’ n S is 
semi-algebraic for each S E A. 
So, let S E A, and define F : (R” x G, 0 x G)-+(RP x G, 0 x G) by 
F(x, z) = (P’(Z)(X), z> (x E CR”, O>, z E G). 
Let F’ be the germ-restriction of F on (W” x G, 0 x z)-+(Rp x G, 0 x z), and 
define i,=l,nxz: (R”,O)+(R”XG,Oxz), j,=lRPxz: (RP,O)-+(RP~G,O~z). 
It is not hard to see (via [2], III, (2.6)) that (F’; (i,, j’)) is a versa1 unfolding for 
p’(z), t/z E G. 
For any z E S, let E: U + V be a representative for F’ satisfying (3.3), (l)-(3), and 
hence s.t. if (A,A’) is the stratification of P corresponding to its canonical CVS C, 
then the stratum of A through 0 x z is identical with (J’E)-‘S (as in [2], IV, (2.3), (d)). 
Let F” be the germ-restriction of F on (R” x G, 0 x S)+(Rp x G, 0 x S). Clearly 
F” may be locally represented by a locally finite collection of representatives of the 
type just discussed; which without loss of generality can be supposed to agree where 
they intersect. Taking their union thus gives a representative F*: U*+ V* for F, 
where U*, V* are neighbourhoods of 0 x S in R” x G, 0 x S in Rp x G, respectively, 
and s.t. the canonical CVS C* of F is a representative for the canonical CVS of C” of 
F’, for every z E S. 
Define fi = U (d+',')-'jz x {z}. This is, in the obvious way, a trivial fibre bundle 
ZEG 
over G, the trivialization being linear with respect to the usual coordinates in G; the 
“O-section” is U isi’ x {z}, and we identify this with G. 
2EG 
It follows from the definition of 2 that 
C’ n S = “O-section” n l&, 
where & = U ~.j~cj,),F~,C~ x {z}. Clearly then C’ II S is semi-algebraic if Z’S is. 
‘ES 
But F’, C’ fit together algebraically over S to give F*, C*, so that Zs, which is 
constructed semi-algebraically in each fibre of fi(S in a canonical way, is also 
semi-algebraic in z E S. 
(For example, if X, Y are semi-algebraic manifolds of R” x Wk s.t. n/X, rlY are 
submersions, r being the natural projection [w” x Rk -+Rk, then it is easy to adapt the 
‘1’s cc > A sjsrxa a.~aql ;y 3 x ,iue “03 ‘.w[ncy.md U! ‘Uaql ‘x - (d ‘N)‘zs 3 / JI 
: ~!wqa8[e 
,i[[e30[ A[[eD!8o[odol a.Ie z- (d ‘N),3 30 s~UaI.Ua[a ley$ %.l!MO~S /iq U!%q aA 
auyaa .joo.id 
.pai\oJd s! (p.0) alaH 
.ala[druo:, s! (~‘0) 30 Joold aql 
0 ‘xt A se X+ ,+J POD ‘a.! :as[~~ s! punoq Jaddn ue seq ,?g POD IB~I uogdwnsw aql 
OS t,g,_(,.,,a) u! z 30 pooqmoqqZ!au E %!aq ,,x swp~~o~ s!ql In8 ‘,,g ZI ([I ‘o))d pm 
‘2 = (old uaql 4-‘wz .‘!,A = (IPJ Q ,3,&,4 1~) t [I ‘o] :d qyed snonuguo:, E auyaa 
‘[I ‘0) 3 1 ‘03 ,,‘3 - Z,&,P) 3 ‘S,,! 
‘uaql ‘a.Iaql sv ‘(~‘p) 30 Joold ay! u! se Il[wopun ‘[ 1x0.13 ‘J wwsuo~ ‘([I ‘013 1) 
(1)~ = (V),+J pue .r = O! ‘1’s sw.Ia%Ldmu 30 ICpe3 ~a~aunmd-[ q~oows B aq j! IaT 
‘((!)JJ s.,+sfi) u! [ 2 uorsuauupozi 30 
+?~qa8[a-yas s! a‘J’(J)s!s asnmaq ‘((1’~) ‘[6]) erulual uog3a[as-akm aql Ilq sls!xa syl) 
3’J”‘s!g - (.c)J&.,+“~) 3 [l ‘OP 
((*) ,QJadold sey z ays ‘ax’(!)J’g 3 ) (I),+,[ = (0)~ 
‘1’s qled snonuguo2 e aq ((,r)s = s a.IaqM) (~)Jm(,.,+,a)t[[ ‘01 :D la7 ‘3 
SAC [e3!uoue3 qj!M J 30 BU!p[OJUn [m.xaA I! aq ((! 9) :+J) Ia[ pus f2 juasa.Idal & IaT 
XJf,P) u! 
2 30 poownoq@!au v s! ,,‘3 ‘I*S (,,,s~ IJ~.l~S~,l U) - ,,z 3 2 sls!xa alay] snqL .uorsuauupoD 
au.mS aql aAeq ,‘3,&,,&) 1 (,,,sM ,&js,P) - ,/z ‘c,,,sM POD ‘WI s=I S! qD!W ‘UO!S 
-uaw!p03 awes aql aAvq ,,z ‘4z acmg 2 2 (,A)s ‘1’s aq ,A Ial pue ‘,v ‘a _z .4 asooq3 
‘,v awos 2 .i [[e 103 y < ,M PO:, 0s fxt,M po3 ‘(a) ‘([*p) Aq ‘MON 
‘8 atuos 2 A [[e 103 
‘~CBS y01 [mba ‘~mt?)suo:, s! ,f; POD )eql OS fpunoq laddn ue sr?q ,x pm $eql OS ‘aspq s! 
uoy!sodo.Id aq$ lt?ql asoddns %ysvamy s! 4zg POD ‘,+Js c ,%&(,.l+,~) amg ‘&md 
*cc+- 1 St? oc, c ,z PO3 ‘(6’9) NOILISOdOXd 
0 .pa.ybal SB ‘s! s u 4g OS ‘y?~qaf@ywas s! Sg snqL 
(x 30 lasqns yzJqa%[e 
1H3n 
-Iwas e s! (({n} x ,,a~) uA ‘({n} x .aa) u x)a II wv aas OI ‘GEE *d ‘[srl 30 $uawnsJe 
ES1 St’lXIlf)-dVn CI3NII4ELLEla-A79LINId ATW310070d01 
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i’(fx) E C’(N, W&f(,), so, according to (0.3), the germ of f at x is topologically finitely 
determined, i.e. f is topologically locally algebraic. 
Next, we show that elements of C”(N, P)-Z are canonically regularly stratified: 
It is clear from the definition of C’(N, P)ru,ro (see (4.4)) that W’(N, P)xo,yoC 
C’(N, P)x,,y,; so that, by (4.1) (a) any germ g: (N, x,,+(P, yO) with r-jet not contained 
in C’(N, P)X,.Y, is of finite singularity type. This implies ([2], IV, (1.5)) that if 2 is any 
representative of such a germ, that xg is isolated in C(g) n g-‘(yo). 
Thus, if f E C;,(N, P) -C, then, for any y E P, S, = Z(f) fl f-‘(y) is a subset of N 
of isolated points. 
Now f is proper: so, since s(f) is closed, S, = X(f) II f-‘(y) is compact. Hence S, is 
actually a finite set. 
Since fE C, i’(fs,) E C’(N, P).s+ for some r < a, and thus as in (0.3), (2), (b) (with 
x,,, y0 replaced by S,, y (via Remark 2(b)), there exist neighbourhoods U, of S, in N, 
V, of y in P, with f(U,) C V, s.y. flu,: lJ, -+ V, is stratified as in (0.3), (2), (b) (with 
XO, YO replaced by S,, Y). 
In fact, by shrinking V, if necessary, we can take U, = f-’ V, (for since f is proper, 
it is possible to find a neighbourhood V; of y in V, such that f-’ Vi fl C(f) C lJY; and 
the presence of more non-critical points does not affect the necessary multi-trans- 
versality off S,). 
If y, y’ E P, y # y’, then f is multi-transverse to the canonical stratification on 
f-‘( V, fl VY,) and so the stratifications for f/f-’ V,, f/f-’ V,, agree on f-l< V, n V,,). 
It follows that the stratifications defined for f1f-l V,: f-’ V, + V, fit together to give 
a stratification of f: N+P. 
We may describe this stratification as follows: let W be the set of points y E P for 
which the germ of f at S, is not multi-transverse to the canonical stratification in a 
jet-space. It follows from the existence of the neighbourhoods V, that W is a set of 
isolated points of P, and that f-‘(W) fl Z(f) is a set of isolated points of N. 
f: N -+ P is stratified by (S, S’), where 
S’ = fS. 
It remains to show that 2 is of infinite codimension in CT,(N, P): 
To prove this we will use a variant of the Mather multi-transversality theorem. 
First, a definition: 
if F: U + Ca(N, P) is a smooth family of mappings, define 
kjrF: Nck’ X U -+ ,J’(N, P) (for k, I < to) 
,&F)(x,, . . . , xk), n) = kJ'(F(n))(x,, . . . , xkh 
We have 
PARAMETRIZED MULTI-TRANSVERSALITY THEOREM 
Let Q be a submanifold of J’(N, P) (k, r<m). The set of smooth families of 
mappings G: U + C”‘(N, P) s.t. ,j’G is transverse to Q is a residual subset (i.e. a 
countable intersection of open, dense subsets) of C”( U, Cm(N, P)). 
(C=(U, Cm(N, P)) is topologised via its identification with C”(N x U, P), or, 
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equivalently, as a subset of C”( U, Cm(N, P)) (all function-space topologies being taken 
fine).) 
The proof is very similar to the non-parametrized version (in [6], V, (3.3)); it will 
not be discussed further here. 
ADDENDUM 
If CYN, P) is replaced by C;,(N, P), the result still holds (for C;,(N, P) is an open 
subset of C”(N, P). (See [6], II, 92, Proposition 4).) 
We return to the proof of our theorem: define the sub-bundle kXr(N, P) C J’(N, P) 
by defining its fibre over (xl,. . . , xk) E Nck’ to be given as follows: 
Let z E kJ’(N, P)( x,,_, .,x,). Then z E kCr(N, P)(, ,,.. .,x,J if and only if there is a subset 
S c {x,, . . . , &} such that (representatives of) z map S to y and zs E X.‘(N, P)s,Y. 
It follows at once from the fact that cod. X:‘(N, P)s,YO+m as r-m ((0.3), (1) with x,, 
replaced by S as in Remark 2(b)), that fibre-cod. kCr(N, P)+m as r+m. 
It is also clear that, for f E C,“,(N, P), if for each k < m there exists r < 30 such that 
kI’f(Nck’) f-l kzr(N, P) = 0, 
then f E CF,(N, P) - 2. 
We now consider smooth families U + C;r(N, P), where U is finite-dimensional. 
For each k < a, let rk < ~0 be such that dim. U < fibre-codim. kXrk(N, P). 
Let {Qk,iliErk be a locally-finite (hence countable) (fibered) stratification of 
kZrk(N, P). According to the parametrized multi-transversality theorem (and ad- 
dendum), the smooth families G: U -+ CF,(N, P) such that ,$QG is transverse to Qk,i 
for all i E I,, for all k < 30, form a residual subset of C2( U, C;,(N, P)). 
NOW fibre-codim. Qk,i > dim. U for all i E I,, all k < co; so transversality of kjrk(G) 
to Qk,i for ah i, k is equivalent to 
kf’k(G)(N’k’ X U) n Qk,j = 0 for all i, k 
so to 
k&G)(N’k’ X U) fl kx’!(N, P) = 0 for all k 
or to 
P(G(u))(N”‘) fl kC”(N, P) = 0 for all k, for all u E U 
which, as we previously observed, implies 
G(u) E CF,(N, P) - 2 for all u E U, 
i.e. 
G E CYU, C;,(N, P) - 2) 
Thus we have shown that C=( U, C,,(N, P) -2) contains a countable intersection 
of open, dense subsets of C’(U, CF,(N, P)). Since Cm(U, CF,(N, P)) is a Baire space 
(which follows because Cm(N x U, P) is, and C;,(N, P) is open in C’(N, P)), this 
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implies that C”( U, CF?(N, P) - 2) is dense in CX( U, CFr(N, P)), so that indeed every 
smooth family U + CF,(N, P) can be approximated by smooth families 
U + C$(N, P) - C. Since U was an arbitrary finite-dimensional manifold, this proves 
that C is of infinite codimension and completes the proof. 0 
Remark. It is not hard to see from the proof that the theorem still holds with 
CT,(N, P) replaced by the set of smooth mappings f: N + P for which fix(f) is proper 
(observing that this is an open subset of Cco(N, P)). 
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